In a modern age of heightened threats, a zero trust security model for your identity and privileged access program is the ultimate best practice—though it may be difficult to attain. Reduced trust, with centralized controls and policies enforced through automation, is a sustainable stepping stone you can achieve on your zero trust journey.

**Achieve reduced trust with an integrated platform**

A reduced trust security model that includes layers of authentication, identity, governance, and privilege, can be best achieved with a singular platform—the Bravura Security Fabric. It is the only fully integrated platform and framework that enforces automated policy settings across multiple access management disciplines to achieve a reduced trust model. From your workforce to your entire tech stack and soon IoT devices, it ensures the right people have access to the right resources at the right time regardless of their location, device or network.

With the Bravura Security Fabric, your organization can weave protective identity and privileged access management patterns using combinations of Bravura Pass, Identity, Privilege, Group and Discover. It provides continuous, progressive and adaptive access models and policies with the speed, breadth and depth only one platform can provide. From adaptive authentication with granular authorization, to automated lifecycle administration, and excellent audit mechanisms for your entire workforce and tech stack ecosystem, the Bravura Security Fabric has your reduced trust model covered.

As new threats or your roadmap evolves, our singular platform allows you to turn services on or off without installing other products that improve IT security, support internal controls or regulatory compliance, and lower access administration and costs. More than holistic protection for your data, reduced trust also delivers greater enterprise risk visibility, the highest possible level of security assurance, and support for hybrid IT including multicloud IT infrastructure.

**Target identity as the control surface for your environment**

A foundational component of your reduced trust model is the configuration of policies that govern credentials to enforce adaptive authentication and protect against credential-focused cyber attacks. Your organization should strive to include all applications within the scope of its zero trust model. However like many organizations, there may be hundreds or thousands of applications and services that lie in use outside of your existing identity and privileged access program. Optimally, each application should have its own security and access strategy for password management, federated authentication, randomizing administrative accounts, or Just in Time (JIT) access.

The Bravura Security Fabric offers four types of zero trust authentication to authenticate identities through local applications, cloud or on-premises directories, and federated approaches that give application administrators a choice about what option best meets compliance for their specific applications. Bravura Pass, a credential & authentication management solution for hybrid IT solutions, synchronizes and periodically changes credentials to enhance password security. Bravura Pass enables federated single sign-on that makes logins more convenient, secure and enforces a strong password policy.

On the path to zero trust, the most secure approach is to enable a federated authentication solution using SAML which Bravura Identity offers. Bravura Identity provides robust lifecycle control and management, including onboarding and offboarding, for identities with automation through rules, policies, workflows, and APIs for full customization. Requiring additional verification, such as multi-factor authentication (MFA), helps add yet another protection against internal and external threats.

**Take stock of all the identities that challenge your trust**

With an ever expanding ecosystem of identities vying for your trust, your organization needs to take stock of all of the assets you need to manage in your
Bravura Security leverages decades of experience to deliver the industry's only single platform Identity, Privileged Access and Password Management solution, resulting in rock-solid reliability, performance and scalability.